RCP UPDATE – JUNE 2014
Panthera’s lion expert Paul Funston visits the project
Panthera has long been one of the major supporters of RCP, and is currently funding the
Ruaha Lion Guardians programme. This month we were happy to welcome Dr Paul Funston,
the Senior Director of Panthera’s Lion Program, to our field camp. He stayed for a few days
and joined in with many of the project activities, so he could get a first-hand idea of RCP’s
achievements and challenges. It was great to be able to spend time talking with Paul in the
field, and hopefully he will have seen how much of a different Panthera’s support is making
to lion conservation, as well as local communities, around Ruaha. We had a lot of productive
discussions and hope that it will lead to an even closer collaboration in the future.

Paul being shown one of RCP’s predator-proof wire bomas, by Msago (our community liaison
officer) and Mgogo (one of our research assistants)
Cleveland Metroparks Zoo representatives welcomed at camp
In addition to Paul, we also had three representatives from Cleveland Metroparks Zoo (Kym
Gopp, Andi Kornak and Pam Dennis) come to visit the project in June. Cleveland Metroparks,
in association with the Cleveland Zoological Society and the Leiden Conservation
Foundation, has been one of RCP’s longest-standing partners, and it was wonderful to be
able to show them exactly what we do in the field. Cleveland have provided funds for a
wider range of our activities, including purchasing satellite collars for lions, vaccinating local
dogs against rabies, helping monitor African wild dogs, and supporting the livestock guarding
dog programme.

Kym, Andi and Pam were kept busy seeing all the different project activities, and provided
great advice on things like how to gradually switch the livestock guarding dogs from an
expensive imported diet onto a more sustainable local diet. They also witnessed the
challenges of field life, with multiple punctures and vehicle breakdowns interrupting their
trip! They have now returned to Cleveland and are already thinking about how to further
help the project, which is wonderful news for us!

Cleveland Metroparks Zoo has been a major supporter of many of our programmes,
especially those which help to conserve the endangered African wild dog
4th Ruaha Round Table hosted at RCP’s field camp
One of the problems faced by wildlife researchers in many places is that they often feel
isolated, without an easy avenue for communicating with other researchers or NGOs
operating in the same area. To help reduce this problem around Ruaha, Amy Dickman (RCP’s
Director) and Paul Banga (Ruaha National Park’s Chief Ecologist) established the ‘Ruaha
Round Table’ (RRT) in 2013. The aim was to form an informal group where anyone
conducting wildlife research in the Ruaha landscape could get together, discuss plans,
challenges and try to join forces as much as possible, so that we can all achieve more. The
RRT meets every 6 months, and we hosted the 4th meeting at our field camp in Kitisi in June.
The participants vary each time, but this time we had representatives from the Wildlife
Conservation Society (WCS), the Strengthening the Protected Area Network of Southern
Tanzania (SPANEST), Wildlife Connection, the Health and Animals Livelihood Initiative (HALI),
Ruaha National Parks Authorities (RUNAPA), Friends of Ruaha Society (FORS), and STEP
(Southern Tanzania Elephant Project). The group discussed a variety of issues, such as
bushmeat poaching, human-wildlife conflict, and how best to combine efforts in terms of
providing outreach and education to local communities about conservation.
The meeting generated ideas of how we could collaborate in new ways – for instance,
giraffes are a threatened species, and Ruaha is a very important area for them, but Ruaha’s
population is increasingly suffering from a skin disease on their legs. This affects their
mobility and might make them more vulnerable to predation. The Park and some partners

have started looking at this issue, but there is very little data on how widespread the Giraffe
Skin Disease (GSD) is, and how it affects different sections of the population. RCP, Jeremy
Cusack and STEP are both conducting camera-trapping in and around the Park, and happily,
those camera-trap images are often at exactly the right height for examining giraffe knees,
which is where the symptoms of GSD first appear. RCP, Jeremy, STEP, RUNAPA and other
interested parties, such as Cleveland Metroparks Zoo, are now planning to collaborate and
examine the camera-trap images so we can learn more about this disease, which will
helpfully inform future ways of dealing with it.

RCP’s camera-traps (intended to help us monitor carnivores) happen to be at the right height
to capture good photos of giraffe knees, and these will be used to examine the occurrence of
Giraffe Skin Disease in this important population
In addition, STEP is keen to acquire more photographs of elephants across the Ruaha
landscape for population monitoring, as Ruaha’s elephants have been affected severely by
poaching in the past few years. RCP already provides Park drivers with cameras and GPS
units, so they record carnivore sightings for us, and we are hoping to extend this to
elephants as well, so that we can have additional information for relatively little extra effort.
These kinds of collaborations help us all, and we are excited about the Ruaha Round Table
continuing and growing in the future.

RCP’s Director Amy Dickman presenting information to the Ruaha Round Table about RCP’s
activities and plans for the future

Kitisi village clinic says thanks!
One of RCP’s main aims is to give people real benefits linked to carnivore presence, so they
see a value to having them around. One of the top priorities for the villages was better
access to medical care, so we have donated vital equipment and medicines to the local clinic.
In addition, we recently paid the annual community health fund contribution for all 255
families in Kitisi village, thereby enabling them all to access medical care at the clinic. We
recently received a letter of thanks from Dr. Samuel Dally, the Kitisi doctor, who explained
that thanks to RCP’s help, 193 patients have been treated in the dispensary over the past
three months. The majority of the patients (101 of them) were children under five years old
– the remainder included 40 older children, 30 women and 22 men. In addition, three babies
were born in the clinic, bringing the total number of villagers helped to 196. This investment
in the clinic has been really valuable to the villagers, and we are now hoping to ‘twin’
international healthcare centres (e.g. clinics, hospitals etc) with the village clinics, using a
similar model to our ‘Kids 4 Cats’ initiative. This will help provide much-needed funds,
training, equipment, medicines and capacity-building to the village clinics, and will really
demonstrate that conservation can benefit local communities as well as wildlife.

Dr Samuel Dally checking a young patient in the Kitisi clinic, using equipment donated by RCP
Snared lioness treated in the Park
Poaching is a major conservation issue across Africa, and unfortunately Ruaha is no
exception. Recently, the carcass of a male lion was spotted in the Park, and when the Park
officials investigated, they found that he had been snared. A lioness was staying close to the
male, and it soon became obvious that she was also entangled in snare wire. The Park
officials and veterinary team reacted quickly, and managed to dart the female and remove
the snare wire. Although she had some serious injuries, she was treated and recovered well
from the anaesthesia, even managing to eat an impala later that evening.
We suspect that snaring – both for local meat consumption and sale to other markets – is a
big issue around Ruaha, but it is very hard to learn about as it is very secretive. This is

something that we are planning to research more over the coming year, so that we can
understand exactly why people are doing it, the impact that it has on both carnivores and
prey species, and then develop the best strategies for trying to reduce it.

The lioness immediately after the wire was removed by the Ruaha National Park team – the
blue patches show where wound spray has been applied.
Challenges for the livestock guarding dog programme
Our livestock guarding dogs are still doing well, and are now approaching a year old. To date,
they have been fed high-protein pellets, which was excellent for ensuring they grew well,
but the pellets are imported, hard to get hold of and very expensive. In order to make the
programme sustainable in the long-term, it is very important to switch the dogs over to a
more local diet. We have started trialling different diets, and initially we wanted to use
maize porridge (ugali) mixed with fish, milk and occasionally meat. However, we learned that
amongst the Maasai, eating fish (or even handling or cooking it) is often considered taboo,
so most of the families would not consider using that. Instead, we are introducing a mixture
of ugali, peanuts, milk and meat, and will also add nutritional supplements as needed. This
diet is nutritious and affordable for the pastoralist families, but not all the dogs have taken
to it well – Shujaa in particular is not eating much of it so is losing some weight, and we are
monitoring him closely.
It has become apparent that all the dogs have lost some weight in the past couple of
months, and we think this is because in the dry season, the livestock are taken out further to
find good grazing, and this is quite taxing for the young dogs. We are working with all the
families to ensure that the dogs get regular rest periods each day, receive enough food in
the field, and have at least one full rest day a week. They are so large that they seem to the
villagers like full-grown dogs, but it is important to remember that they are still young and
are not yet able to go out all day every day. The programme is going well, but it highlights

how carefully it all needs to be monitored in order to adapt it best for the local situation,
both in terms of cultural beliefs and herding practices.

Shujaa and some of his charges enjoying a drink of water
Two lion hunts stopped by Lion Guardians
Predator-proofing bomas (livestock enclosures) and using livestock guarding dogs are both
important methods for reducing depredation and therefore retaliatory carnivore killings.
However, some carnivore killings have a cultural element, so that young men can prove their
bravery, and this is where the Lion Guardians (LG) programme comes in. In partnership with
the main Lion Guardians organisation in Kenya, and Panthera, we have employed and
trained young warriors as Guardians around Ruaha in order to intervene and prevent lion
hunts that they hear of in the community. This programme had further success this month,
when two lion hunts were stopped by the Guardians.
In the first instance, two adult and two sub-adult lions approached livestock during the night
at a Barabaig boma, and the men from the household went out to try to hunt them. Kiro,
one of the Guardians working in that area, responded very quickly and went to meet with
them. He talked with the warriors for several hours and eventually persuaded them to give
up the hunt, and everyone returned home with no lions being killed.
On another occasion, a single female lion killed two sheep in front of a 15 year old herder
girl. She sounded the alarm and a group of Masaai and Barabaig men scared the lioness
away from the sheep and then started to track it. Matias, one of the local Guardians, heard
about the incident and went to meet with the group. He managed to talk them out of trying
to kill the lion, while two other Guardians (Samora and Julius) arrived soon afterwards and
helped remove the sheep carcasses to ensure that no poison was set out after they left.

True conservation heroes: The Guardians who stopped the recent lion hunts
Kiro, Samora, Julius and Matias
Although we have had some teething problems adapting the Lion Guardian model to the
situation around Ruaha – as local young men here can be very suspicious of any outside
intervention – it seems to be working well, and we are now keen to expand our LG zones
further across the study area. Promising new Guardians are now being interviewed, with the
hope that they will start work in new zones within the next couple of months.
RCP represented at large carnivore conflict meeting
The 4th TAWIRI (Tanzanian Wildlife Research Institute) meeting about carnivore conflict
mitigation was held in Arusha on 17th of June 2014, involving participants from several
different Tanzanian organisations. Michael Kimaro, one of our research assistants, attended
the meeting and explained how RCP is trying to reduce human-carnivore conflict around
Ruaha through the use of wire bomas, livestock guarding dogs and providing direct benefits
to communities from carnivore presence. One of the other methods that we might start
trialling is the use of ‘Lion Lights’, which are motion-sensitive lights placed around bomas –
see http://www.ted.com/talks/richard_turere_a_peace_treaty_with_the_lions to hear more
about their use in Kenya. These will be tested in three sites in Tanzania in order to examine
how effective they are compared to other protective measures, and we are hopeful that RCP
will be one of those test sites.
The participants also discussed the use of a conflict mitigation toolkit, which provides
information to people on non-lethal methods for dealing with various conflict-causing
species, such as carnivores, elephants, monkeys and birds. This kind of toolkit has been used
successfully in Zimbabwe and other countries, so could be very valuable in Tanzania, where
human-wildlife conflict is a major issue. In addition, attendees discussed establishing a
conflict database, so that researchers across Tanzania can learn from one another’s
experiences and help develop the most effective strategies for reducing conflict in their own
areas. These TAWIRI conflict mitigation meetings are very valuable for strengthening
partnerships with other organisations working on the same issues as RCP, so we were very
pleased that Michael could attend and contribute.

Participants at the TAWIRI meeting discussing large carnivore conflict mitigation in Tanzania
Camera-trapping continues across the landscape
Surprisingly little data exist on the distribution and dynamics of carnivores and their prey
species across the Ruaha landscape, and it has been hard to collect such data as much of the
area is hard to access. However, RCP has been working in collaboration with people such as
Jeremy Cusack and Trevor Jones to establish camera-trapping zones both within and outside
the National Park. The remotely-triggered camera-traps provide invaluable data on species
occurrence and distribution, as well as the degree of human activity in different zones. Over
time, we will use these data to examine which factors are linked to carnivore presence,
which will enable us to highlight important areas for future conservation strategies.
Recently, we have been camera-trapping in both the Park and the adjoining Wildlife
Management Area, which is village land set aside to generate income from wildlife. These
cameras have produced good images of carnivores, as well as elephants, prey animals and
some of people using the area as well. Through our Ruaha Explorers Club, organisations or
individuals can help RCP by sponsoring a camera-trap and getting photos from it – this has
proved very popular, so please get in touch via our Facebook site https://www.facebook.com/pages/Ruaha-Carnivore-Project/116298238442772 if you would
like to get involved.

A serval – one of the smaller cat species that RCP is studying

Ruaha is an extremely important area for elephants, and RCP is collaborating with Trevor
Jones and STEP to help provide data on elephant distribution across the landscape

Curious baboons are guaranteed wherever the camera-traps are placed!

In some areas of the landscape there is quite a high degree of human pressure, so we are
examining how this affects the diversity and distribution of different mammal species

Domestic dogs occur commonly across much of the landscape, but can pose a disease risk to
species like African wild dogs, so we have partnered with Cleveland Metroparks Zoo and local
veterinary authorities to vaccinate as many village dogs as possible
Challenges of field conservation
Although we all love what we do, it is not always easy living and working out in the bush.
One issue that the staff regularly faces is the threat of dangerous snakes, and this month we
have had several encounters with spitting cobras, black mambas, puff adders as well as
some non-venomous species. Encounters usually happen when snakes find their way into
toilets and showers, and we do everything we can to reduce the presence of snakes in camp
– we clear away brick piles where snakes can shelter, and try to ensure that the kitchen area
is kept clean, because food waste attracts rodents, which then attracts snakes.
We try as much as possible to tolerate the presence of these beautiful and fascinating
animals, as they are as much a part of the ecosystem as the large carnivores we try to
protect. However, there is no doubt that sometimes they pose a serious threat to people,
which makes it difficult. We don’t have a fridge or reliable power, so can’t keep anti-venom
at camp, but all staff have snakebite bandages, and we pay for all staff to be members of
Flying Doctors so that they could be evacuated quickly in the case of a life-threatening
emergency. We are extremely careful about snakes, and it makes us realise how challenging
it must be for the local villagers, who do not have access to the same resources that we do.
In fact, Tanzania has the second-highest rate of venomous snakebites and deaths in East
Africa, second only to Ethiopia, so this is a huge issue for local people. Living with Africa’s
wildlife can be amazing, but it certainly also comes with significant costs.
Simply amazing – carnivores in their natural habitat
Over the past month, RCP staff members have captured some fantastic pictures of lions and
other species in the Park. It is always lovely to see these animals, as it reminds us what all
the hard work is about – doing everything we can to help secure populations of large
carnivores, so that future generations can also experience them out in the wild. Sean
McEnery, the Ruaha Lion Guardians manager, took some of the Guardians on an educational

trip into the Park, where they were lucky enough to spend time watching a lion pride
comprised of three adult males, three adult females and a very playful litter of cubs. The
cubs were practising their hunting skills on the lioness’ tails, although they seemed less than
impressed with the tastiness of the resulting meal!

The cubs spot their intended prey...... (c) Sean McEnery

Both manage to successfully catch their prize...... (c) Sean McEnery

But it is less rewarding than expected! (c) Sean McEnery
Monty Kalyahe, one of our senior research assistants, has also been in the Park working with
the lodges and camera-trapping, giving him the opportunity to take some great photos of
large carnivores.

A young female lioness – we can tell that she is young as her nose is still mainly pink, and it
will change to black over time, reaching >50% black by around 6 years old. This is a fairly
reliable indicator of age in wild lions, but interestingly does not seem as reliable in captive
lions.

In contrast, this male is clearly over six years old - his nose is totally black, his teeth are
yellowed, his mane is receding and he has several scars from fighting
Meanwhile, the Park drivers are continuing to collect wonderful photos and data on
carnivore sightings, so that we can learn more about carnivore distribution, group size and
ecology across the landscape. Recently, Lorenzo Rossi from Asilia Africa’s Kwihala Camp
shared some of his photos with us, and they really highlight the value of the Ruaha
landscape and its large carnivore populations. Thanks to all the drivers and tourists who
submit photos and work with us – it is extremely valuable and we really appreciate it.

This striking image shows that life can be challenging for both predators and prey in the vast
Ruaha landscape(c) Lorenzo Rossi

This young leopard seemed perfectly happy to let people watch him while he was relaxing in
a tree (c) Lorenzo Rossi

This beautiful image shows a brother and sister cheetah approaching the Great Ruaha River
for an evening drink (c) Lorenzo Rossi

